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 How can we govern public values (including 
autonomy) in a digital Europe?

 
What are the challenges for 

European universities?



1. Platform ecosystems
2. Platformization of education
3. Challenges for universities
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1. Platform ecosystems



transparency

 security
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PUBLIC VALUES

user convenience



1. Platform ecosystems
2. Platformization of education



Sectoral platforms 
(Software as a Service, SaaS) 

Gatekeeping platforms 
(Platforms as a Service, PaaS)

Digital infrastructure 
(nfrastruct as a Service, IaaS)

The ‘platformization tree’



G Classroom,  
learning software 

G-Search, G Analytics, Play 
Store, G-advert, G-ID, Chrome 
browser,G-Cloud , etc. 

Chrome laptops, data-centers, 
cables, satellites, etc.

Googlization of education:
vertical integration



Platformization power: 

- Vertical integration
- Infrastructuralization
- Data monetization



1. Platform ecosystems
2. Platformization of education
3. Challenges for universities





Public value concerns: digital autonomy

•Professional  autonomy: quality control and choice
•Data autonomy: control over access to student data
•Institutional autonomy: education as a common good? 
•Technological autonomy: control over infra systems 
•Geopolitical autonomy: sovereignty of states



Challenges for European universities:

1. Secure public digital infrastructure
2. Invest in ‘openness’ and education as a 

common good
3. Promote platform diversity 
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security

transparency
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autonomy

sustainability

democratic control

1. Secure public digital infrastructure



-  Open (FAIR) data: data portability  
- Open source and standards: interoperability  
- Open science: data sharing for public interest

2. Invest in ‘open’



3. Promote platform diversity

- Stimulate public and nonprofit platforms
- Stimulate value-based reflection at EU 

universities
- Booster education and skills of professionals 

and students: teach autonomy! 



“Universities need to cement public 
values in their online academic 

environments in order to secure a fair, 
open and sustainable future.”



THANK YOU!
j.f.t.m.vanDijck@uu.nl
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